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Annotation Countless time and money is spent preparing for the ITIL Foundation exam. So
why aren't students laser-focused on taking practice exams before attempting the real thing? If
you plan on passing the ITIL Foundation exam, it's time to test your knowledge. It's time for
ITIL Exam Prep - Questions, Answers, and Explanations.
Countless time and money is spent preparing for the ITIL Foundation exam. So why aren't
students laser-focused on taking practice exams before attempting the real thing? Based on
the latest ITIL 4 Foundation syllabus and the ITIL Service Value System (SVS), the practice
exams in this book are designed to help students adjust to the pace, subject matter, and
difficulty of the real ITIL Foundation exam. Geared towards anyone preparing for the exam, all
tests include clear solutions to help you understand the core concepts. If you plan on passing
the ITIL Foundation exam, it's time to test your knowledge. It's time for ITIL Exam Prep Questions, Answers, and Explanations. Now packed with over 700+ ITIL Foundation sample
questions to help you pass the exam on your FIRST try.
Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks (SWITCH) Foundation Learning Guide: Foundation
learning for SWITCH 642-813 Richard Froom, CCIE No. 5102 Balaji Sivasubramanian Erum
Frahim, CCIE No. 7549 Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks (SWITCH) Foundation
Learning Guide is a Cisco® authorized learning tool for CCNP® and CCDP® preparation. As
part of the Cisco Press foundation learning series, this book covers how to plan, configure, and
verify the implementation of complex enterprise switching solutions using the Cisco Campus
Enterprise Architecture. The Foundation Learning Guide also covers secure integration of
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VLANs, WLANs, voice, and video into campus networks. Each chapter opens with the list of
topics covered to clearly identify the focus of that chapter. At the end of each chapter, a
summary and review questions provide you with an opportunity to assess and reinforce your
understanding of the material. Throughout the book detailed explanations with commands,
configurations, and diagrams serve to illuminate theoretical concepts. Implementing Cisco IP
Switched Networks (SWITCH) Foundation Learning Guide is ideal for certification candidates
who are seeking a tool to learn all the topics covered in the SWITCH 642-813 exam. - Serves
as the official book for the Cisco Networking Academy CCNP SWITCH course - Provides a
thorough presentation of the fundamentals of multilayer switched network design - Explains the
implementation of the design features such as VLAN, Spanning Tree, and inter-VLAN routing
in the multilayer switched environment - Explains how to implement high-availability
technologies and techniques - Covers security features in a switched network - Presents selfassessment review questions, chapter topics, summaries, command syntax explanations,
network diagrams, and configuration examples to facilitate effective studying This book is in
the Foundation Learning Guide Series. These guides are developed together with Cisco® as
the only authorized, self-paced learning tools that help networking professionals build their
understanding of networking concepts and prepare for Cisco certification exams.
ITIL Practitioner Guidance is the essential reference text which accompanies the ITIL
Practitioner qualification. Fully integrated with the ITIL Practitioner syllabus, this publication is
also a practical guide that helps IT service management (ITSM) professionals turn ITIL theory
into practice through case studies, worksheets, templates and scenarios. The book assumes
knowledge of ITIL and ITSM up to ITIL Foundation level, and begins with a discussion of the
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guiding principles of ITSM. It goes on to explain how these guiding principles are essential for
ITSM and how they relate to philosophies, frameworks and methodologies such as DevOps,
Lean, Agile etc. The publication shows how following the CSI (continual service improvement)
approach, and how the core skills of organizational change management, communication,
metrics and measurement, can underpin successful ITSM improvement initiatives.
13 comprehension lessons ; Concepts and study material ; Games and exercices ; Tricks of
the trade ; Practice exams and questions.
The 'ITIL 4 Master Pack' comprises of ITIL 4 Foundation and all five Higher Level publications.
Managing professional: create, deliver and support (ISBN 9780113316335); Managing
professional: drive stakeholder value (ISBN 978011331373); Managing professional: highvelocity IT (ISBN 9780113316410); Managing professional: direct, plan and improve (ISBN
9780113316458); ITIL 4 strategic leader: digital and IT strategy (ISBN 9780113316496); ITIL
foundation (4th ed) (ISBN 9780113316069). Their audience ranges from those who are
responsible for managing IT-enabled products and services, to seasoned professionals familiar
with earlier versions of ITIL and other sources of industry best practice who wish to transition
across to ITIL 4 and become an ITIL 4 Master
New ITIL V3! Real-life use, insights and applications for all ITIL V3 processes * 100% reresearched edition includes 5 Lifecycle phases, 19 Processes, 4 Functions, 51 Mindmaps and
29 other diagrams * 150 hours of work poured into 132 pages of real life data for this Guide.
Known as the "ITIL V3 Encyclopedia," The Guide brings you exclusive data for all ITIL V3's 19
processes, plus implementation advice, supporting info and related processes help into one
handy Guide for you. Use the 51 MindMaps and 19 tables of ITIL data to: * Compare your ITIL
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approach to your competitors' and best practice * (Re)design your ITIL processes and activities
to improve results -- based on The new extensive MindMaps * Get more insight in the
processes activities * Convince your boss (or client) to OK your implementation ideas and
budget * Discover if the new ITIL processes and activities or other advanced tactics are worth
applying for your organization * Find out how relations between processes differ by process
(lots of data.)

This introduction to IT Service Management is intended to serve as: a thorough
and convenient introduction to the field of IT Service Management and the core
books in the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL); and a self-study guide that contains
all the material needed to prepare for the Foundation Certificate examination in IT
Service Management. It contains a wealth of practical knowledge collected by the
editorial board that makes and raises questions, to encourage discussions and
the comparison of the best practices found in the book with the reader's own
experience.
Now updated in line with the 2011 syllabus, this quick-reference revision guide
has been designed to help students prepare for their foundation exam. It is also a
key reference aid for managers, practitioners, vendors and consultants in the
workplace and while travelling. This handbook provides an introduction to the
ITIL service lifecycle model and an overview of the ITIL qualification structure. It
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contains a chapter on each of the components of the lifecycle: service strategy,
service design, service transition, service operation and continual service
improvement.
The ITIL 4 Foundation Revision Guide, written by experts and endorsed by itSMF
UK, complements the core content in the ITIL 4 Foundation manual and enables
candidates to focus on the areas that will be examined, understand the best ways
to approach the questions, as well as provide exam hints and support to
maximise ITIL 4 Foundation success.
ITIL® 4 Essentials contains everything you need to know to pass the ITIL 4
Foundation Certificate, plus more. It covers practices and concepts that are not
addressed as part of the Foundation syllabus, making it ideal for newly qualified
practitioners. This second edition has been updated to align with amendments to
the ITIL® 4 Foundation syllabus.
Written by an Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) consulting and
training expert, this all-new guide helps you pass the ITIL v3 Foundation
certification exam and serves as an on-the-job reference. ITIL Foundation All-inOne Exam Guide takes you through ITIL Foundation v3 (2011), explaining the
fundamentals of IT Service Management, the five stages of the service lifecycle,
ITIL processes, functions within them, and their crucial interactions, all while
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clearing up common misapprehensions about ITIL and adding valuable insights
and examples. The ITIL is the best practice framework adopted worldwide for
managing IT services, and the ITIL Foundation Certification can be considered a
pre-requisite for success for all involved in IT services, as well as a stepping
stone to IT Service Management certifications in ITIL. Exam Tips, accelerated
reviews, and end-of-chapter practice exam questions ensure you’re on track to
pass the Foundation exam. Filled with practical exercises and examples that
reinforce learning, the book and electronic content include more than 300
practice exam questions and exclusive, real-world examples of how an
understanding of ITIL can be used to address common service management
challenges. ITIL Licensed Product -- an official endorsement of the quality and
accuracy of the book's content Electronic content includes practice exams in a
customizable test engine, video training from the author on key concepts,
worksheets, and a Quick Review Guide In-depth case studies analyze projects
end-to-end through ITIL's framework, taken from the author's 40 years of
experience as an ITIL consultant Jim Davies, ITSM UK’s 2013 Trainer of the
Year and ITIL Champion provides his “10 Commandments” of IT Service
Management
Use this guide book in its fully updated second edition to study for the ITIL 4
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Foundation certification exam. Know the latest ITIL framework and DevOps
concepts. The book will take you through the new ITIL framework and nuances of
the DevOps methodology. The book follows the topics included in the foundation
certification exam syllabus and includes new sections on ITIL's guiding principles,
service value chain, and the four dimensions of service management. Also
included are the concepts, processes, and philosophies used in DevOps
programs and projects. ITIL and DevOps concepts are explained with relevant
examples. By the time you finish this book, you will have a complete
understanding of ITIL 4 and will be ready to take the ITIL 4 Foundation
certification exam. You will know the DevOps methodology and how ITIL
reinforces the philosophy of shared responsibility and collaboration. Over the
course of a week, even while working your day job, you will be prepared to take
the exam. What You Will Learn Know the basics of ITIL as you prepare for the
ITIL Foundation certification exam Understand ITIL through examples Be aware
of ITIL's relevance to DevOps and DevOps concepts Who This Book Is For
Professionals from the IT services industry
Ideal guidance for IT professionals who are responsible for managing the
direction and strategy of their IT team or organisation. This book helps you
understand the Digital and IT Strategy module towards Strategic Leader, as well
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as provide daily expert reference guidance for day-to-day problems.
ITIL® Foundation Essentials is a distillation of the critical information you need to
understand the key facts for a successful exam.
The first step on the ITIL 4 pathway provides IT professionals with an
understanding of the ITIL 4 framework and its practical application to the modern
digital world while serving as expert reference guidance for solving day-to-day
problems. It is fully aligned with the ITIL 4 Foundation exam and is ideal guidance
for IT professionals who require an understanding of the ITIL 4 framework and
how to apply it to the modern digital world.
Everything you need to prepare for the ITIL exam – Accredited to 2011 syllabus
The ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) exam is the ultimate
certification for IT service management. This essential resource is a complete
guide to preparing for the ITIL Foundation exam and includes everything you
need for success. Organized around the ITIL Foundation (2011) syllabus, the
study guide addresses the ITIL Service Lifecycles, the ITIL processes, roles, and
functions, and also thoroughly explains how the Service Lifecycle provides
effective and efficient IT services. Offers an introduction to IT service
management and ITIL V3 service strategy Highlights the topics of service design
and development and the service management processes Reviews the building,
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testing, authorizing, documenting, and implementation of new and changed
services into operation Addresses creating and maintaining value for customers
through monitoring and improving services, processes, and technology Download
valuable study tools including practice exams, flashcards, a glossary of key terms
and more. If you prefer self-study over the more expensive training course, but
you don't want to skimp on information or preparation, then this study guide is for
you.
The PRINCE2 Agile guide supports a new qualification which is being offered as
an extension for those who already hold a PRINCE2 Practitioner qualification.
PRINCE2 Agile is the most up-to-date and relevant view of agile project
management methodologies and the only framework covering a wide range of
agile concepts, including SCRUM, Kanban and Lean Startup. Key features:
PRINCE2 Agile provides guidance on tailoring PRINCE2 in an agile context and
covers: How to tailor the integrated set of PRINCE2 principles, themes and
processes How to produce the PRINCE2 management products How to map the
common agile roles to the PRINCE2 project management team structure How to
incorporate the fundamental agile behaviours, concepts and techniques into
PRINCE2 The strength of PRINCE2 lies in the areas of project direction and
project management.
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Management, Computers, Computer networks, Information exchange, Data
processing, IT and Information Management: IT Service Management
This book helps people prepare for the ITIL® 2011 Edition Foundation
qualification exam. It contains direct links to the full syllabus and specifies the
terms and definitions required. In addition it gives sample questions for practice
both within the text and also a number of the official exams questions in the back.
The content of this book is based on the ITIL® 2011 Edition core guidance and
APMG’s ITIL Foundation Certificate syllabus edition 2011. Written by globally
experienced trainers and reviewed by other professionals this unique work
provides clear and concise guidance for all those seeking to achieve success at
the ITIL Foundation Level. Covering: A clear and concise explanation of the
exam structure; Key text for the exams; Sample exam questions and sample
answers and Hints and Tips and practical examples this book will highlight for
readers the key items they need for the ITIL Foundation Exam that will increase
chances of success. By this book is a separate file (free, via internet) available: •
All images in the book, in Powerpoint format. Click on the button Training
Material by the book on our website.
The new, fully-updated edition of the popular guide for the ITIL 4 Foundation
Exam —everything needed for exam success! The Information Technology
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Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is a set of best practices for IT service and
management. ITIL certification is gained through examination administered by
AXELOS, the body established to develop, manage, and operate qualifications in
best practice. Foundation certification—as well as subsequent Intermediate,
Expert, and Master-level certification—is sought by employers throughout the IT
industry. The ITIL 4 Foundation Exam Study Guide is the leading resource for
anyone preparing for certification. Written by accredited ITIL trainers and
Certified ITIL Experts, this up-to-date second edition is organized around the
latest 2018 ITIL Foundation syllabus. Six sections offer complete and accurate
coverage of IT service management and ITIL service strategy, design, transition,
operation, and continual improvement. New coverage of DevOps, Agile, and
Leanreflects the most current exam objectives. Self-assessment tests, exam
essentials, review questions, chapter summaries, practice exams, and more
enable readers to be fully prepared for exam day. Based on the authors' realworld experience teaching ITIL students, this guide: Covers 100% of the
Foundation exam objectives in clear, concise language Explains every topic in
full and provides effective review tools and resources Uses tables, flowcharts,
illustrations, bulleted lists, and highlighted key learning points to strengthen
reader comprehension and retention Includes access to an online test bank of
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valuable study tools, including practice exams, flashcards, and a glossary of key
terms Designed specifically for readers who prefer self-study rather than
expensive prep courses, ITIL 4 Foundation Exam Study Guide: 2018 Update is a
must-have book for candidates preparing to take the exam as well as anyone
interested in IT service management.
ITIL is a widely adopted body of knowledge and best practices for successful IT
Service Management that links with training and certification.
The expert-led, full-coverage supporting guide for all four ITIL exams ITIL
Intermediate Certification Companion Study Guide is your ultimate support
system for the Intermediate ITIL Service Capability exams. Written by Service
Management and ITIL framework experts, this book gives you everything you
need to pass, including full coverage of all objectives for all four exams. Clear,
concise explanations walk you through the process areas, concepts, and terms
you need to know, and real-life examples show you how they are applied by
professionals in the field every day. Although this guide is designed for exam
preparation, it doesn't stop there — you also get expert insight on major topics in
the field. The discussion includes operational support and analysis; planning,
protection and optimization; release, control and validation; and service offerings
and agreements that you'll need to know for the job. ITIL is the most widelyPage 12/22
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adopted IT Service Management qualification in the world, providing a practical,
no-nonsense framework for identifying, planning, delivering, and supporting IT
services to businesses. This book is your ideal companion for exam preparation,
with comprehensive coverage and detailed information. Learn service strategy
principles, organization, and implementation Master the central technologies
used in IT Service Management Be aware of inherent challenges, risks, and
critical success factors Internalize the material covered on all four ITIL exams
The ITIL qualification is recognized around the globe, and is seen as the de facto
certification for those seeking IT Service Management positions. Passing these
exams requires thorough preparation and rigorous self-study, but the reward is a
qualification that can follow you anywhere. ITIL Intermediate Certification
Companion Study Guide for the ITIL Service Capability Exams leads you from
Foundation to Master, giving you everything you need for exam success.
ITIL 4 is the newly updated guidance for IT Service Management from AXELOS,
ITIL is the world’s most widely-adopted framework for service management. ITIL
4 introduced a number of changes, including practical guidelines on shaping IT
management strategies in a way that satisfies both business and IT
requirements. AXELOS has also identified DevOps, Agile and Lean as key points
for integration with the new ITIL framework. Preparing for the Information
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Technology Infrastructure Library exam to become an ITIL Certified by Axelos?
Here we’ve brought 300+ Exam Questions for you so that you can prepare well
for this ITIL exam Unlike other online simulation practice tests, you get a
Paperback version that is easy to read & remember these questions. You can
simply rely on these questions for successfully certifying this exam
ITIL® is a framework for IT service management and provides best management
practice to meet ISO/IEC 20k. The guide introduces ITIL to Foundation
Examination candidates and offers a practical understanding of IT service
management. This new edition is compatible with the 2011 update to ITIL®. It
includes the following additional processes: business relationship management;
design coordination; strategy management for IT services; transition planning
and support. An ITIL® licensed product.
IT services are prevalent throughout virtually all businesses. Most enterprises
and many government functions are totally dependent upon reliable and
responsive IT services to underpin vital business, community and social
functions. IT services have become mainstream and managing them to deliver
value it the core message of ITIL V3, and the emphasis in ITIL V3 on service
catalogue management is a direct result of the growing requirement for business
and IT to work together sharing data, information and knowledge about demand
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for services, service capabilities and patterns of business activity. The Service
Catalogue Management process is now a very important management field
complete with its own terminology and vital concepts. This study guide outlines
the concepts and principles underlying the service catalogue; discusses a project
plan approach and reporting considerations; describes the value of a sound
business case and the key relationships and touch points in the service
catalogue management process.
ITIL® Foundation Essentials ITIL 4 Edition is the ultimate revision guide for
candidates preparing for the ITIL 4 Foundation exam. It is fully aligned with the
Foundation course syllabus and gives a clear and concise overview of the facts.
This second edition has been updated to align with amendments to the ITIL® 4
Foundation syllabus.
ITIL is a widely adopted body of knowledge and best practices for successful IT
Service Management that links with training and certification. ITIL 4 has evolved
from the current version by re-shaping much of the established ITSM practices in
the wider context of customer experience; value streams and digital
transformation; as well as embracing new ways of working, such as Lean, Agile,
and DevOps. ITIL 4 provides the guidance organizations need to address new
service management challenges and utilize the potential of modern technology. It
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is designed to ensure a flexible, coordinated and integrated system for the
effective governance and management of IT-enabled services. "ITIL Foundation"
is the first ITIL 4 publication and the latest evolution of the most widely-adopted
guidance for ITSM. Its audience ranges from IT and business students taking
their first steps in service management to seasoned professionals familiar with
earlier versions of ITIL and other sources of industry best practice. The guidance
provided in this publication can be adopted and adapted for all types of
organizations and services. To show how the concepts of ITIL can be practically
applied to an organization's activities, ITIL Foundation follows the exploits of a
fictional company on its ITIL journey.
Provides a practical and comprehensive introduction to the key aspects of modelbased testing as taught in the ISTQB® Model-Based Tester—Foundation Level
Certification Syllabus This book covers the essentials of Model-Based Testing
(MBT) needed to pass the ISTQB® Foundation Level Model-Based Tester
Certification. The text begins with an introduction to MBT, covering both the
benefits and the limitations of MBT. The authors review the various approaches
to model-based testing, explaining the fundamental processes in MBT, the
different modeling languages used, common good modeling practices, and the
typical mistakes and pitfalls. The book explains the specifics of MBT test
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implementation, the dependencies on modeling and test generation activities,
and the steps required to automate the generated test cases. The text discusses
the introduction of MBT in a company, presenting metrics to measure success
and good practices to apply. Provides case studies illustrating different
approaches to Model-Based Testing Includes in-text exercises to encourage
readers to practice modeling and test generation activities Contains appendices
with solutions to the in-text exercises, a short quiz to test readers, along with
additional information Model-Based Testing Essentials – Guide to the ISTQB®
Certified Model-Based Tester – Foundation Level is written primarily for
participants of the ISTQB® Certification: software engineers, test engineers,
software developers, and anybody else involved in software quality assurance.
This book can also be used for anyone who wants a deeper understanding of
software testing and of the use of models for test generation.
Pass the ITIL Foundation examination by learning the basics of ITIL and working
through real-life examples. This book breaks the course down for studying in 7
days with 3 hours a day, which means at the end of a week you are ready to
pass the exam. You'll also see tips and an array of sample questions, as well as
FAQs on ITIL. All this will prepare you for the examination and give you the
knowledge required to pass with flying colors. After using Become ITIL
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Foundation Certified in 7 Days and earning the ITIL Foundation certification,
you'll be well placed to get the career you always wanted. What You Will Learn
Gain ITIL basics – the entire syllabus designed of the ITIL Foundation
certification Obtain a deep-rooted understanding of ITIL topics and not textbook
knowledge Prepare for the ITIL Foundation examination Sort out career-related
queries and decide whether ITIL will aid your career Who This Book Is For IT
professionals from the IT services industry are the primary audience.
Foundations of ITIL and its predecessors have become the industry classic guide
on the topic of ITIL. Over the years this authoritative guide has earned its place
on the bookshelves and in the briefcases of industry experts as they implement
best practices within their organizations. This version has now been upgraded to
reflect ITIL V3. Written in the same concise way and covering all the facts,
readers will find that this title succinctly covers the key aspects of the ITIL V3
upgrade. The ITIL V3 approach covering the ITIL Lifecycle is fully covered. In
addition those who are familiar with the Version 2 process approach will be
delighted to discover that this new edition of Foundations of ITIL has split out all
the processes and describes them in detail. This means that it is easy for all
readers to access and grasp the process concepts that are so pivotal to many
service management day-to-day operations. This title covers the following:
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Fully aligned with the latest versions of the exams, this book contains 1500
questions tailored to the exam domains and helps you focus your study time and
remove uncertainties so you can face the exam with confidence. -The ITIL pocket guides of Van Haren Publishing are since long recognized as the
industry classic guide on the topic of ITIL, in many languages. Over the years this
authoritative guide has earned its place on the bookshelves and in the briefcases
of industry experts as they implement best practices within their organizations.
This pocket guide will provide readers with an understanding of the ITIL 4 service
management framework, by: * understanding the key concepts of service
management * understanding how the seven ITIL guiding principles can help an
organization adopt and adapt service management * understanding the four
dimensions of service management * understanding the purpose and
components of the ITIL service value system * understanding the six activities of
the service value chain, and how they interconnect * knowing the purpose and
key terms of 15 of the 34 ITIL practices * understanding seven of these 15 ITIL
practices in detail All exam requirements for the ITIL 4 Foundation exam are
covered in this pocket guide. It also provides support for everyone who has
knowledge of previous ITIL editions and is looking for a bridge to the new edition.
ITIL 4 took a big leap into the modern world of IT service management, covering
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the latest principles and practices in a customer-focused, service-centric way,
enabling Agile principles for maximum support of any business. Bron: Flaptekst,
uitgeversinformatie.
For trainers free additional material of this book is available. This can be found
under the "Training Material" tab. Log in with your trainer account to access the
material.This title is a Study Guide for TOGAF® 9 Foundation. It gives an
overview of every learning objective for the TOGAF 9 Foundation Syllabus and indepth coverage on preparing and taking the TOGAF 9 Part 1 Examination. It is
specifically designed to help individuals prepare for certification.This Study Guide
is excellent material for:- Individuals who require a basic understanding of
TOGAF 9;- Professionals who are working in roles associated with an
architecture project such as those responsible for planning, execution,
development, delivery, and operation; - Architects who are looking for a first
introduction to TOGAF 9;- Architects who want to achieve Level 2 certification in
a stepwise manner and have not previously qualified as TOGAF 8 Certified.A
prior knowledge of enterprise architecture is advantageous but not required.
While reading this Study Guide, the reader should also refer to the TOGAF
Version 9.1 documentation (manual), available as hard copy and eBook, from
www.vanharen.net and online booksellers, and also available online at
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www.opengroup.org.
Complete, detailed preparation for the Intermediate ITIL Service Lifecycle exams
ITIL Intermediate Certification Companion Study Guide is the ultimate supporting
guide to the ITIL Service Lifecycle syllabus, with full coverage of all Intermediate
ITIL Service Lifecycle exam objectives for Service Operation, Service Design,
Service Transition, Continual Service Improvement, and Service Strategy. Using
clear and concise language, this useful companion guides you through each
Lifecycle module and each of the process areas, helping you understand the
concepts that underlie each skill required for certification. Illustrative examples
demonstrate how these skills are applied in real-life scenarios, helping you
realize the importance of what you're learning each step of the way. Additional
coverage includes service strategy principles and processes, governance,
organization, implementation, and technology considerations, plus guidance
toward common challenges and risks. ITIL is the most widely adopted approach
for IT Service Management in the world, providing a practical, no-nonsense
framework for identifying, planning, delivering, and supporting IT services to
businesses. This study guide is the ultimate companion for certification
candidates, giving you everything you need to know in a single informative
volume. Review the information needed for all five Lifecycle exams Examine realPage 21/22
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life examples of how these concepts are applied Gain a deeper understanding of
each of the process areas Learn more about governance, organization,
implementation, and more The Intermediate ITIL Service Lifecycle exams expect
you to demonstrate thorough knowledge of the concepts, processes, and
functions related to the modules. The certification is recognized around the world
as the de facto standard for IT Service Management, and the skills it requires
increase your value to any business. For complete, detailed exam preparation,
ITIL Certification Companion Study Guide for the Intermediate ITIL Service
Lifecycle Exams is an invaluably effective tool.
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